Given that the members of the DAR have historically been very interested in the issues of suffrage and women’s rights, the Library has a large number of works on the subject. Below are only a few highlights of the collection:

“The History of Woman Suffrage,” edited by Susan B. Anthony, Cady Stanton and others, is a classic work dedicated to the question. The Library owns a rare gem – a first edition of Volume IV of the publication from 1900, with a personal dedication by Susan B. Anthony herself (LC-WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS HIS), as well as a number of other works from the era, arguing both for (e.g. "Common sense" applied to woman suffrage: a statement of the reasons which justify the demand to extend the suffrage to women, with consideration of the arguments against such enfranchisement and with the special reference to the issues presented to the New York State Convention of 1894 / by Mary Putnam-Jacobi; with an introduction by Frances Maule Bjorkman, dated 1915) (WOMEN HISTORY 1865-1917 PUT) and against (e.g. Woman and the republic: a survey of the woman-suffrage movement in the United States and a discussion of the claims and arguments of its foremost advocates / by Helen Kendrick Johnson, from 1913) (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS JOH) suffrage.

In addition to material from the era, the Library holds an extensive collection of works on suffragists and the suffrage question – below are just a few selections from the shelves of the main Library and the Library of the DAR Museum:

- The new woman in Alabama: social reforms, and suffrage, 1890-1920 / Mary Martha Thomas. (ALA WOMEN THO)
- Susan B. Anthony: the woman who changed the mind of a nation / by Rheta Childe Dorr. (BIOGRAPHY ANTHONY SUSAN DOR)
- Failure is impossible: Susan B. Anthony in her own words / Lynn Sherr. (BIOGRAPHY ANTHONY SUSAN SHE)
- Making women's history: the essential Mary Ritter Beard / edited and with a new preface by Ann J. Lane. (BIOGRAPHY BEARD MARY MAK)
- Harriot Stanton Blatch and the winning of woman suffrage / Ellen Carol DuBois. (BIOGRAPHY BLATCH HARRIOT DUB)
- Becoming citizens: the emergence and development of the California women's movement, 1880-1911 / Gayle Gullett. (CALIF WOMEN GUL)
- Strong-minded women: the emergence of the woman-suffrage movement in Iowa / Louise R. Noun. (IOWA WOMEN NOU)
- Gentle warriors: Clara Ueland and the Minnesota struggle for women suffrage / Barbara Stuhler (MINN WOMEN STU)
Sowing good seeds: The Northwest suffrage campaigns of Susan B. Anthony / G. Thomas Edwards. (OREGWOMEN EDW)

Battle for the ballot: essays on woman suffrage in Utah, 1870-1896 / Carol Cornwall Madsen, editor. (UTAH WOMEN BAT)

On Wisconsin women: working for their rights from settlement to suffrage / Genevieve G. McBride. (WISC WOMEN MCB)

African American women and the vote, 1837-1965 / edited by Ann D. Gordon with Bettye Collier-Thomas ... [et al.]. (WOMEN AFRICAN AMERICAN AFR)

Sisters: the lives of America's suffragists / by Jean H. Baker. (WOMEN BIOGRAPHY BAK)

The selected papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony / Ann D. Gordon, editor. (WOMEN BIOGRAPHY SEL)

One woman, one vote: rediscovering the woman suffrage movement / edited by Marjorie Spruill Wheeler. (WOMEN HISTORY ONE)

Founding sisters and the nineteenth amendment / Eleanor Clift (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS CLI)

Woman suffrage and women's rights / Ellen Carol DuBois. (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS DUB)

Forward into light: the struggle for woman's suffrage / edited by Madeleine Meyers. (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS FOR)

Women's suffrage in America: an eyewitness history / Elizabeth Frost and Kathryn Cullen-DuPont (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS FRO)

Woman suffrage and the new democracy / Sara Hunter Graham (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS GRA)

Southern strategies: southern women and the woman suffrage question / Elna C. Green (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS GRE)

Sex and citizenship in antebellum America / Nancy Isenberg (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS ISE)

Woman suffrage and the origins of liberal feminism in the United States, 1820-1920 / Suzanne M. Marilley. (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS MAR)

Splintered sisterhood: gender and class in the campaign against woman suffrage / Susan E. Marshall (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS MAR)

One half the people: the fight for woman suffrage / Anne Firor Scott and Andrew MacKay Scott (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS SCO)

Votes for women: the woman suffrage movement in Tennessee, the South and the nation / edited by Marjorie Spruill Wheeler. (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS VOT)

Votes for women: the struggle for suffrage revisited / edited by Jean H. Baker. (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS VOT)

A woman's crusade: Alice Paul and the battle for the ballot / Mary Walton. (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS WAL)

A history of the American suffragist movement / Doris Weatherford (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS WEA)

New women of the new South: the leaders of the woman suffrage movement in the southern States / Marjorie Spruill Wheeler (WOMEN HISTORY WO-RIGHTS WHE)

Path breaking: an autobiographical history of the equal suffrage movement in Pacific Coast states / by Abigail Scott Duniway (WOMEN THE-WEST DUN)